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ENRIQUE GAGE
Marty Frye is not your ordinary sleuth. Marty Frye is a poet detective - he makes up
rhymes as he solves small crimes. When
his friend Emma's diary is missing, Marty
is on the case. When Katie's ﬂour is
nowhere to be found, Marty tracks it down.
And when the brand-new Action Chuck
ﬁgures mysteriously vanish from the toy
store, Marty unravels the mystery. Will
there ever be a case too hard for Marty to
solve? Or a word too impossible to rhyme?
Broken into three short stories of poetry
and petty crime, this charming chapter
book will have young readers in search of
a rhyme in no time. A Christy Ottaviano
Book
When Nikki and her brother Travis move to
Vermont with theirmoms to run a bed-andbreakfast, they ﬁnd a mystery waiting for
them.
Suspenseful and richly atmospheric, June
Hur's The Forest of Stolen Girls is a haunting historical mystery sure to keep readers
guessing until the last page. 1426, Joseon
(Korea). Hwani's family has never been the
same since she and her younger sister
went missing and were later found unconscious in the forest near a gruesome crime
scene. Years later, Detective Min—Hwani's
father—learns that thirteen girls have recently disappeared from the same forest
that nearly stole his daughters. He travels
to their hometown on the island of Jeju to
investigate... only to vanish as well. Determined to ﬁnd her father and solve the
case that tore their family apart, Hwani returns home to pick up the trail. As she digs
into the secrets of the small village—and
collides with her now estranged sister,
Maewol—Hwani comes to realize that the
answer could lie within her own buried memories of what happened in the forest all
those years ago. Praise for The Forest of
Stolen Girls: A Junior Library Guild Selection A 2022 Edgar Allan Poe Award Nominee A YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults

Selection A 2022 White Pine Award Nominee A 2022 ALA Rise Selection A 2022
CCBC Choices Selection "The Forest of
Stolen Girls is a haunting, breathtaking
tale that will have readers on the edge of
their seats. ... Hur is an absolute master of
mystery, and I will be reading her gorgeous books for years to come." —Adalyn
Grace, New York Times-bestselling author
of All the Stars and Teeth "Rich, exquisite,
and deeply atmospheric, The Forest of
Stolen Girls draws the reader in from the
very ﬁrst page and doesn't let go. A dark
and utterly engrossing mystery, beautifully drawn from start to ﬁnish." —Kathleen
Glasgow, New York Times-bestselling author of Girl in Pieces "Haunting and lyrical.
Beware, this tale will draw you deeper into
the forest than you want to go." —Stacey
Lee, award-winning author of The Downstairs Girl "A brilliant historical ﬁction mystery that is suspenseful, gorgeous and absolutely riveting! Hur brings Jeju Island during the early Joseon period completely to
life in a rich, evocative manner that reminds me of watching my favorite historical Kdrama.” —Ellen Oh, author of the
Prophecy series
When the local grocer is accused of stealing his oysters from private oyster beds,
the Third Grade Detectives think something ﬁshy is going on, and decide to take
the case in order to help clear their grocer's good name.
Someone has stolen eighteen pumpkins
from the pumpkin patch! Chief Inspector
Albert and his friends are hot on the trail
of the thief -- but they need your help, or
there may be no jack-o'-lanterns this Halloween....
When Paul is wrongly accused of stealing
bagels intended for an art project in his
classroom, he sets out to ﬁnd the real culprit.
Best friends Millie and Jess look just like
twins! Millie is a princess and Jess is a
maid so they have lots of fun swapping

dresses and going on adventures around
Peveril Palace. When a diamond crown is
stolen before a royal birthday party, can
the girls uncover some clues and work out
where it's hidden?
While collecting soda pop bottles, Jimmy
Carson (Operative Three) makes a
startling discovery. There are diamonds
hidden inside a bottle! When he reports
his ﬁnd to Brains (X), the Benton and Carson International Detective Agency swings
into high gear. Trying to ﬁnd the jewel
thieves leads them on a journey fraught
with mystery and danger. Run ins with a
gang of juvenile delinquents lead to some
hair-raising trouble!
Seven-year-old Marty Frye is on the job
again, speaking in rhyme as he solves
three new mysteries for the school nurse,
the candy store owner, and a neighbor.
Someone has stolen eighteen pumpkins
from Patsy Pig's Pleasant Valley Pumpkin
Patch! Chief Detective Albert and his pals
(see below) are hot on the trail of the
Pumpkin Thief -- but they need your help,
or there may be no jack-o'-lanterns this
Halloween! Follow along as theygo from
clue to clue until they ﬁnally apprehend a
surprising suspect -- and learn how much
they didn't see along the way! Illustrated
in the same captivating style that has
made Albert and his friends beloved by so
many readers, Leslie Tryon takes the Pleasant Valley gang on a new adventure as
they try to unravel the spookiest Halloween mystery ever!
Santa's Christmas Star is missing! Merry
Ann has wanted to be a detective since
she was an elﬂing. Now, she has her own
detective agency and her ﬁrst case. It's
the day before Christmas Eve, and someone has taken the silver star that usually
sits on top of the North Pole Christmas
tree. Who could have taken it? And why?
Merry Ann is determined to solve the case
before the tree-lighting ceremony tomorrow night. However, as she tries to follow
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the clues, her little brother keeps getting
in the way. What is a beginning elf detective to do?
The humorous and easy-to-read adventures of Detective Paw and Oﬃcer Prickles
are now together in one shrink-wrapped
set. Contains The Case of the Icky Ice
Cream, The Case of the Stolen Drumsticks,
The Case of Piggy's Bank, and The Case of
the Missing Painting.
The hilarious and high-stakes Case Closed
middle grade series gets a touch of Hollywood glamor! Pick-your-own-path and puzzle-packed mystery collide in this star-studded sequel in which the reader must
help Carlos and his friends solve the disappearance of a famous teen actress. In this
wildly entertaining and interactive adventure, YOU pick which suspects to interview, which questions to ask, and which
clues to follow. You pick the path—you
crack the case! Carlos Serrano needs your
help—again! His mother has received an
urgent assignment to ﬁnd the missing star
of a wildly popular TV show, but she won’t
let Carlos investigate! With his genius
friend, Eliza, and her little brother, Frank,
along for the case, Carlos is excited to examine the studio for clues and interrogate
suspects on the set of Teen Witch, but he
has to keep his detective work hidden
from his mother's laser-sharp gaze. And
just like before, he can’t do it without you!
Can you help Carlos and his friends solve
the puzzles and stay out of trouble long
enough to save Layla Jay? Or will it be
case closed? Middle grade readers will enjoy all four books in this favorite series:
Mystery in the Mansion (#1), Stolen from
the Studio (#2), Haunting at the Hotel
(#3), and Danger on the Dig (#4)!
A renegade rooster terrorizes the Sisters'
back yard and a mysterious thief snatches
the Sisters' rosaries in this third adventure
about a convent of misﬁt nuns. The Sisters
of the Last Straw are a group of misﬁt
nuns who struggle with their problems
while seeking to love Jesus more. A fun story that teaches tolerance and forgiveness
in the midst of many comic exploits.
When a priceless sculpture disappears
from the Capitol City Art Museum, thirteen-year-old Clementine Wim, daughter
of an assistant curator, and her three
friends set out to solve the mystery and recover the Statue of Gudea.
Together, Detective Paw and Patrol Oﬃcer
Prickles can crack any case. When they're
called to Piggy's Bank, all the money has
vanished! Who could have taken it? Solve
the mystery alongside this delightful duo
in this rollicking new series.

pounds—were stolen from a German
public gallery while on loan from Tate Britain. In this vivid, personal account, Sandy
Nairne who was then Director of Programmes at the Tate and became centrally involved in the pursuit of the paintings
and the negotiations for their return,
retells this complex, 8-year, cloak-and-dagger story, which ﬁnally concluded in 2002
with the pictures returning to public display at the Tate. In addition to this thrilling
narrative, Nairne unravels stories of other
high-value art thefts, puzzling what motivates a thief to steal a well-known work of
art that cannot be sold, even on the black
market. Nairne also examines the role of
art theft within the larger underworld of international looting and illicit deals among
art and antique collectors. The art heist, of
course, is a popular theme of crime novels
and ﬁlms, and Nairne considers these depictions as well, investigating the imaginative construction of the art thief, the specialist detective, and the mysterious collector. Art Theft and the Case of the Stolen
Turners is a compelling, real-life detective
story that will keep both art and mystery
lovers eagerly turning pages.
When Chirp and the Hoot Owls' beloved
Wind-O-Band-Go goes missing, Rocky and
Wrigley Ringtail ﬁnd a perfect story and a
perfect case for the ﬁrst issue of their local
newspaper, While You Were Sleeping. But
they soon learn that facts are not always
clear, and the most likely suspect may not
always be the culprit.
Diminutive investigator Sean NMI Sean has
a rare quiet evening at home. The peacefulness of a summer evening in Roseville
is interrupted by a call from a man whom
Sean does not particularly like. Salvatore
Belassario invites Sean to the scene of a
house ﬁre in Saint Paul and thus begins
Sean's reluctant search amid the hot ruins
of a ﬁre, an eight-year-old robbery and
murder and the intrusion of a traveling
band of thieves who stop at little to
achieve their nefarious goals. In this fourth
tale following the adventures of the urban
detective, Sean slips into conﬂict in a case
with almost every element he tries to
avoid. There are rumblings of organized
crime involvement, the Federal Government is looking at aspects of the case, domestic partners are at odds and the love
of his life, Catherine Mckerney, becomes a
target.
Junior sleuth Maisie Hitchins, who lives in
her grandmother's boarding house in Victorian London, uncovers an intriguing plot involving stolen sausages, pilfered halfpennies, and a fast-paced bicycle chase.

In 1994 two important paintings by J.M.W.
Turner—then valued at twenty-four million

When Eddie's baseball cards suddenly disappear, Jigsaw and Mila take on the case
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and begin their search to ﬁnd both Eddie's
missing property and those responsible for
taking them. Original.
A stunning debut novel with an intriguing
literary hook: written in part as a letter
from a victim to her abductor. Sensitive,
sharp, captivating! Gemma, 16, is on layover at Bangkok Airport, en route with her
parents to a vacation in Vietnam. She
steps away for just a second, to get a cup
of coﬀee. Ty--rugged, tan, too old, oddly familiar--pays for Gemma's drink. And drugs
it. They talk. Their hands touch. And before Gemma knows what's happening, Ty
takes her. Steals her away. The unknowing
object of a long obsession, Gemma has
been kidnapped by her stalker and
brought to the desolate Australian Outback. STOLEN is her gripping story of survival, of how she has to come to terms with
her living nightmare--or die trying to ﬁght
it.
When a stingy baker insists that his poor
neighbor pay for the smells he has been
enjoying, a clever judge rules in his favor
and determines exactly the right ﬁne.
Detective Smitty the pug and Dr. G are on
the case in the stolen jewels. Follow Detective Smitty and Dr. G as they go to Mrs.
White's estate and see how they investigate and catch the thief who has been
stealing from Mrs. White. This story is a
fun loving Detective story with all kinds of
diﬀerent animals. This is the First book in a
series.
When the spacesuit of famous astronaut
Sally Ride is stolen from a traveling exhibit, there's no shortage of suspects in Capitol City. Thankfully, Amal Farah, daughter
of the Air and Space Museum's head
archivist, and her friends are on the case.
But they're running out of time and clues
are hard to come by. Can they solve the
mystery of the space case before the oneof-a-kind artifact is lost for good? Discussion questions, writing prompts, a glossary, and nonﬁction resources continue
the reader's learning experience long after
this e-book ends.
This is a riveting tale that is full of adventure, suspense and humor. Awaiting our
detective is the Keeper of Time, who has
summoned young Moustachio to the Museum of Time. A mystical bell that controls
all time has been stolen! To ﬁnd out who
has snatched the Bell of Time, Jake, joined
by his 8 year old sister Alexa and their
crazy cat Rex, must use their keen detective skills to gather clues, while encountering a collection of strange and curious suspects throughout their misadventure. Time
is running out for our young detective and
his companions, as they go on a wild
goose ride, chased by suits of armor,
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haunted by the spirits of the Knights of Lion Heart. Will the spirits stop them from
ﬁnding time?
When Lady Mountjoy's diamond tiara goes
missing, Polly, one of the maids, is accused of the theft. But Polly didn't do it.
Discovered by the Baker Street Boys, out
of a job and with nowhere to go, Polly begs
them to help her - and so they ﬁnd themselves with another mystery to solve.
Two detectives must gather information
and evidence to solve a crime in an underground bug city. When a young bug gets
his moped stolen, his entire baseball team
are suspects. Can the detectives use their
problem-solving skills and crack the case?
A woman ﬁnds herself in a race not only
for justice but for her life in this "riveting,
hold-your-breath" new mystery from the
bestselling author of The Life We Bury
(Karin Slaughter, New York Times bestselling author). Lila Nash is on the verge of
landing her dream job—working as a prosecutor under the Hennepin County Attorney—and has settled into a happy life with
her boyfriend, Joe Talbert. But when a woman is pulled from the Mississippi River,
barely alive, things in the oﬃce take a personal turn. The police believe the woman’s
assailant is local photographer Gavin

Spenser, but the case quickly ﬂounders as
the evidence wears thin. It seems Gavin
saw this investigation coming—and no one
can imagine how carefully he has prepared. The more determined Lila is to put
Gavin behind bars, the more elusive justice becomes. Battling a vindictive new
boss and haunted by the ghosts of her
own unspeakable attack, which she’s kept
a dark secret for eight long years, Lila
knows the clock is ticking down. In a race
against an evil mastermind, it will take everything Lila’s got to outsmart a
killer—and to escape the dark hold of her
own past. “A near-perfect thriller, The
Stolen Hours is a true nail-biter that will
have you reading long into the night.”
—Book Reporter “Even readers who predict the tale’s biggest twist before it arrives will still have the breath knocked out
of them by the surprises that follow.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “There’s
not a moment misplaced or a second lost.
With the precision of a watchmaker, Eskens assembles the ﬁne parts of a mystery
and sets them to the tempo of a thriller,
leaving the reader breathless.” —Craig
Johnson, author of the Walt Longmire Mysteries
Detective Paw and Patrol Oﬃcer Prickles
reunite for The Case of the Stolen Drum-
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sticks! Vinnie "The Crash" McClaren's
drumsticks disappear right before the Battle of the Bands. Can Detective Paw and
Patrol Oﬃcer Prickles ﬁnd the culprit before the show? Young readers can learn
about police procedures and detective
work as they follow along with Detective
Paw and try to solve the case themselves.
When Eddie's baseball cards suddenly disappear, Jigsaw and Mila take on the case
and begin their search to ﬁnd both Eddie's
missing property and those responsible for
taking them.
It’s a Loud family whodunit as Lincoln Loud
is looking for his stolen lucky drawers. He
suspects one of his ten sisters (either Lori,
Leni, Luna, Lynn, Luan, Lucy, Lola, Lana,
Lisa, or Lily) could be the sticky-ﬁngered
culprit! Then, Lola takes on caring for animals as Lana comes down with a case of
food poisoning and is too sick to watch her
many, many pets. Will she roll up her
gloves and take on this dirty job? Meanwhile, Lincoln’s friend Zach hunts a monster at the school. All this and the Casagrandes too! Is Sergio able to level up in
the Casagrandes household? The shocking
answers to these questions, some big belly
laughs, and more in all-new stories by the
Loud House creative comics team!

